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Tony Blackwell | Winthrop Professor | Discipline Chair

Western Australia is geographically isolated yet profoundly connected to the old and new landscapes of this world. The uniqueness 
of its natural and cultural landscapes are highlighted and celebrated within the Course and form the basis to the process of inquiry 
required to understand this place and how to interpret landscapes outside Western Australia. 
 
The Faculty has, over the past two decades continued to cultivate graduates that have a strong ability to grasp conceptual, theoreti-
cal and practical concepts of design theory and practice as they apply to real world situations. The impetus on real world situations 
is pressing as we grapple with the dilemmas of population growth and rapid urbanisation, climate change, post global fi nancial 
crisis economic rationalism, diminishing potable water resources, an ageing population and the ongoing issue of widespread social 
inequity. 

This year’s catalogue provides an edited overview of the work undertaken over both semesters, including students in the honours 
stream. In addition I would like to highlight some of the higher level of academic work currently being undertaken by Landscape Ar-
chitecture students at the Doctorate level. The landscape architecture course at UWA prides itself on the placement of its graduates, 
with many fi nding work outside of Western Australia, including other Australian cities and regional areas, Europe, United Kingdom, 
the United States of America and more recently in Singapore, China and our other Asian neighbours as the Nation’s economic links 
to these areas continue to grow.

The profession of Landscape Architecture is arguably facing a period of renaissance, with the processes, methodologies and level of 
inquiry particular to the discipline fi nding an ever increasing relevance to the formulation of collective solutions regarding the environ-
ment, social, economic and cultural systems of our world. It is within this context that students graduating from the Program at the 
University of Western Australia fi nd themselves equipped to engage in the level of discussions required at the theoretical, conceptual 
and practical levels, whether that be independently or on multi-disciplinary projects, further cementing them as professionals and 
future leaders with a global environmental outlook.
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Landscape Architecture is a “profession of the future”. It’s about problem solving in a realm that 
bridges both art and science. It considers what it means to “dwell in a place” and leave a positive 
legacy for future generations. Landscape Architects work with both urban and natural systems 
maintaining values that respect both “place and culture”.

The Master of Landscape Architecture at The University of Western Australia uniquely positions 
graduates as future global leaders and innovators able to deal with the complexity of nonlinear 
systems in an increasingly interdisciplinary working environment. Students will develop essential 
skills in critical thinking, providing them with a fi rm foundation in the pragmatic, as well as theo-
retical design. 

Through the application of research, analytical thought and creativity through applied “design 
thinking”, the course and its students work to create compelling visions for the future beyond 
mainstream thought and praxis. The Program also fosters an in-depth, research-based education in 
the cultural, theoretical and physical attributes of landscapes with particular focus on issues perti-
nent to Western Australia and the application of this research in emerging economies in the region



Goals & Objectives
 
Our objective is to prepare our graduates with a comprehensive education covering all of the global competencies associated with the 
practice of landscape architecture with a particular focus on experience gained through addressing local examples and issues.

These issues include matters such as;

• developing a broad understanding of our natural and cultural heritage as a basis from which we can make decisions that will help 
positively shape our future.

• pro-actively planning for the signifi cant projected and aging population increases over the next 40 plus years.

• recognising the associated threats to biodiversity and our special relationship to one of twenty fi ve biodiversity hotspots on the planet.

• addressing the impact of global warming on coastal-based urban form in a predominantly arid environment.

• understanding the threats posed by bushfi re especially on peri-urban settlements and the methods that can be employed to off set this 
threat.

• recognizing the implications associated with the combined eff ect of diminishing rainfall and underground water resources.

• addressing the challenges posed by the need to reassess our historic settlement patterns so as to meet sustainability objectives neces-
sary to assure a positive future.

• addressing the environmental impact and social issues arising from contemporary mining practices.

• actively contributing to the positive impact that landscape architects can have in dealing with the urban heat island eff ect.

• acknowledging the manner in which we can learn from the traditional owners of our lands and waters and how this may be engaged 
with and potentially applied not only in the context of gaining a better understanding of the environment, social and spiritual contexts 
within which we live, but also of the other cultures with whom we share this place.
   



8LACH1000 | Landscape Architecture Studio GROUNDINGS | Sem 2 2014 | Coordinator: Sack + Verity + Halsmith + Munckton | student work: Veronique Plazy



9student work | Hannah Etchells



10LACH1000 | Landscape Architecture Studio GROUNDINGS | Sem 2 2014 | Coordinator: Sack + Verity + Halsmith + Munckton | student work: Hannah Etchells



11student work | Hannah Etchells



12LACH1000 | Landscape Architecture Studio GROUNDINGS | Sem 2 2014 | Coordinator: Sack + Verity + Halsmith + Munckton | student work: Cecilia Nannini



13student work | Veronique Plazy



14LACH2000 | Landscape Architecture Studio CONSIDERATIONS | Sem 1 2014 | Perth Airport City Bus Link | Coordinator: Tinka Sack | student work: Annelies van den Brun



15student work | Annelies van den Brun



16LACH2001 | Landscape Architecture Studio SPECULATIONS | Sem 2 2014 | Hollywood Primary School playspace, Perth | Coordinator: Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | student work: Annelies van den Brun

KEY

1. Entrances to the school grounds
2. Reception and administration building
3. Library
4. Canteen and undercover area 
5. Music and science rooms 
6. Kindergarten classroom 
7. Pre-primary classroom
8. Years 1 to 7 classrooms
9. Kindergarten playground
10. Proposed playground
11. Oval
12. Netball and basketball courts.  
13. Peace garden
14. Proposed seating platforms surrounding Moreton Bay Figs
15. Proposed log seating outside library for outdoor reading 

time and quiet play time.
16. Proposed hardenbergia covered pergola.  
17. Proposed bike rack.  The adjacent entrance provides direct 

access to bike racks and offers sightlines to the Moreton 
Bay Figs.

18. Raised planting beds for classroom activities.
19. Proposed wildlife pond and seating area.
20. Proposed shelter and seating area.
21. Proposed native garden.
22. Teachers’ parking areas.
23. Former Pre-primary grounds.  
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17student work | Annelies van den Brun



18LACH2001 | Landscape Architecture Studio SPECULATIONS | Sem 2 2014 | Hollywood Primary School playspace, Perth | Coordinator: Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | student work: Matthew Greenwood



19student work | Matthew Greenwood



20LACH2001 | Landscape Architecture Studio SPECULATIONS | Sem 2 2014 | Hollywood Primary School playspace, Perth | Coordinator: Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | student work: Tessa Bradbury



21student work | Tessa Bradbury



22LACH3320 | Culture of Nature | Sem 2 2014 | Coordinator: Tinka Sack | student work: Megan Pardoe
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24LACH3320 | Culture of Nature | Sem 2 2014 | Coordinator: Tinka Sack | student work: Karlene McIntosh



25student work | Francis Shaw



26LACH3000 | Landscape Studio EXPANSIONS | Sem 1 2014 | Generative Environments, Swan Valley, Perth | Coordinator: Paul Verity | student work: Sue McDougall



27student work | Sue McDougall



28LACH3000 | Landscape Studio EXPANSIONS | Sem 1 2014 | Generative Environments, Swan Valley, Perth | Coordinator: Paul Verity | student work: Kevin Vizzutti



29student work | Kevin Vizzutti



30LACH3000 | Landscape Studio EXPANSIONS | Sem 1 2014 | Generative Environments, Swan Valley, Perth | Coordinator: Paul Verity | student work: Shian Tan



31student work | Shian Tan



32LACH3000 | Landscape Studio EXPANSIONS | Sem 1 2014 | Generative Environments, Swan Valley, Perth | Coordinator: Paul Verity | student work: Francis Shaw



33student work | Francis Shaw



34LACH3001 | Landscape Studio RESOLUTIONS | Sem 2 2014 | A memorial to the Griffi  ns, Lucknow, India | Coordinator: Christopher Vernon | student work: Kelly Hodgson



35student work | Kelly Hodgson



36LACH3001 | Landscape Studio RESOLUTIONS | Sem 2 2014 | A memorial to the Griffi  ns, Lucknow, India | Coordinator: Christopher Vernon | student work: Mitch Ledger



37student work | Mitch Ledger



38LACH3001 | Landscape Studio RESOLUTIONS | Sem 2 2014 | A memorial to the Griffi  ns, Lucknow, India | Coordinator: Christopher Vernon | student work: Asha Dilkes-Hoff man



39student work | Asha Dilkes-Hoff man



40LACH3001 | Landscape Studio RESOLUTIONS | Sem 2 2014 | A memorial to the Griffi  ns, Lucknow, India | Coordinator: Christopher Vernon | student work: Asha Dilkes-Hoff man



41student work | Asha Dilkes-Hoff man



42LACH4401 | Landscape Studio DETAIL | Sem 1 2014 | Courtyard in Curtin University Campus, Bentley, Perth | Coordinator: Tom Griffi  ths + Michael Rowlands | student work: Alison Haynes



43student work | Alison Haynes



44LACH4401 | Landscape Studio DETAIL | Sem 1 2014 | Courtyard in Curtin University Campus, Bentley, Perth | Coordinator: Tom Griffi  ths + Michael Rowlands | student work: Jordin Currie



45student work | Jordin Currie



46LACH4401 | Landscape Studio DETAIL | Sem 1 2014 | Courtyard in Curtin University Campus, Bentley, Perth | Coordinator: Tom Griffi  ths + Michael Rowlands | student work: Effi  e Cooke



47student work | Effi  e Cooke



48LACH4401 | Landscape Studio DETAIL | Sem 1 2014 | Courtyard in Curtin University Campus, Bentley, Perth | Coordinator: Tom Griffi  ths + Michael Rowlands | student work: Christie Stewart



49student work | Christie Stewart

CREATIVE QUARTER COLLABORATIVE CULTURE

greater curtin encompasses the 
bentley campus of curtin uni-
versity, an area of 114ha 6km 
south-east of perth cbd. the 
greater curtin masterplan 
provides spatial strategies to 
support curtin university’s 
vision, the aspirations set by 
the western australian govern-
ment’s strategic plan for 
perth and peel, directions 
2031 and beyond.1

‘the goal of the greater 
curtin masterplan is to set in 
place a vision and supporting 
strategies to guide the trans-
formation of the current uni-
versity from an isolated sub-
urban campus into a major node 
of activity.’2

through the extensive research 
compiled in the greater curtin 
masterplan documents, a place 
activation plan was devised 
for key areas throughout the 
university. this activation-
plan provides a vision and set 
of principles for the design 
outcome for each area, to 
ensure induvidual identity 
whilst forming part of the 
cohesive whole.

‘speaker’s corner is the heart 
of the creative quarter and 
the hub of arts and communica-
tion. the vision is to bring 
creativity out from behind the 
walls of the buildings and 
into the public realm. perfor-
mance, exhibition, instilla-
tion and speech will be the 
fun and essence of the space.’3

project context greater curtin masterplan place activation plan creative quarter: vision

in order to realise the vision 
of the place activation plan, 
this project has been 
approached as a problem solv-
ing exercise. an analysis of 
the constraining limitations 
within the site have guided  
the design process, providing 
a framework for converting 
problems into opportunities, 
bringing the creative quarter 
vision to life.

problem solving

problem

lack of permeability, access 
and wayfinding through site

most buildings face backwards 
into the site

faculties operate in isolation 
from each other

lack of permeability between 
buildings and landscape

lacks general cohesive    
identity

solution
application of the urban grid turn the back doors into the 

front doors
create external areas for 
collaboration

open up suitable building 
facades

look to the pines for       
harnessing identity

design approach diagrams
exisitng pinus pinaster historical collier park pine 

plantation grid
varied collaboration zones draw activities out of the 

buildings
apply multiple layers

west

south

east

north

existing site model

site model shadow study

21st december 9am

21st june 9am 10am

10am 11am

11am 12 noon

12 noon 1pm

1pm

1. greater curtin drivers for change, part a: 
creating the city of innovation. p 8
2.greater curtin drivers for change, part a: 
creating the city of innovation. p 8
3. place activation plan, speaker’s corner, p 52



50LACH4401 | Landscape Studio DETAIL | Sem 1 2014 | Courtyard in Curtin University Campus, Bentley, Perth | Coordinator: Tom Griffi  ths + Michael Rowlands | student work: Christie Stewart



51student work | Christie Stewart



52LACH4402 | Landscape Studio OPTION | Sem 2 2014 | Vision 42 Design Competition, New York, United States of America | Coordinator: Jeremy Flynn | student work: Olivia Day 



53student work | Olivia Day



54LACH4402 | Landscape Studio OPTION | Sem 2 2014 | Vision 42 Design Competition, New York, United States of America | Coordinator: Jeremy Flynn | student work: Jing Zang



55student work | Jing Zang



56LACH4402 | Landscape Studio OPTION | Sem 2 2014 | Vision 42 Design Competition, New York, United States of America | Coordinator: Jeremy Flynn | student work: Effi  e Cooke



57student work | Effi  e Cooke



58LACH4402 | Landscape Studio OPTION | Sem 2 2014 | Vision 42 Design Competition, New York, United States of America | Coordinator: Jeremy Flynn | student work: Paul Boyle



59student work | Paul Boyle | Winner of the Student Prize for the International ‘Vision 42 Project’ in New York. http://vision42.archpaper.com/winners/.



60LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Perth Archipelago, Perth | Supervisor: Dr Beth George, Tinka Sack | student work: Michael Memeo



61

In September 1977 a modest publication entitled Die Stadt in der Stadt - Berlin (City in the City - Berlin) subtitled ‘An urban design con-
cept for the future development of Berlin’ was published by Oswald Mathais Ungers. It outlined his manifesto - a radical one - in which 
the shrinking population of Cold War Berlin would be consolidated around ‘amplifi ed’ architectural fragments of the city - islands. The 
existing urban fabric, surplus to requirement in Ungers’ new ‘city within the city’ would be discarded allowing natural and agricultural 
landscapes to reclaim the void created by their demolition.

The urban archipelago as outlined by Ungers serves as an apposite mechanism, both to describe the ways in which urban areas 
actually function and to shed light on how they should be conceived. Our local context - Perth - is dominated by the metropolitan 
condition, in which the explosive growth of sub-urban phenomena has led to a singular blurring of the distinction between the city 
and its surrounding landscapes. This supposed new urban form - that of the archipelago - borrowed from physical geography, 
presents itself as a metaform capable of translating and structuring the formless, fragmented, diff use and dispersed city into a 
defi ned and united entity. The archipelago trope - ‘many and yet one simultaneously’- conveys the promise of a new dialectic 
between our city and its metropolitan territory.

Building on Ungers’ quasi-scholastic process set forth in Die Stadt in der Stadt PERTH ARCHIPELAGO utilises our city as the 
testing ground for this alternative model of urbanism. Where Ungers consolidated a shrinking metropolitan population into areas 
identifi ed and selected upon their pure architectural merit PERTH ARCHIPELAGO conversely consolidates an expanding 
metropolitan population into areas identifi ed and selected upon their pure landscape merit. Perth’s predicted population increase off ers 
a clear and unique opportunity to identify those parts of the metropolitan region that can be altered, manipulated and 
intensifi ed to create a complete and functional future city - a liberated plain of enclaves spatially disengaged but connected - fl oating in 
a amplifi ed lagoon of hyper productive agricultural and performative natural landscapes.

PERTH ARCHIPELAGO | Michael Memeo

student work | Michael Memeo



62LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Perth Archipelago, Perth | Supervisor: Dr Beth George, Tinka Sack | student work: Michael Memeo



63student work | Michael Memeo



64LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Perth Archipelago, Perth | Supervisor: Dr Beth George, Tinka Sack | student work: Michael Memeo



65student work | Michael Memeo



66LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Ameliorating Agriculture, Great Southern Region, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Christie Stewart



67

The connection I have with my home, both the rugged breakaway to the east and the farmland to the west, prompted research into 
connection to place, spirituality and what it means to belong to where you’re from. As the health of the farmer is linked to the health 
of the land, for me this project became about the two sides of home: ‘the hills’, and ‘the farm’. The hills are the biodiverse, 
geologically ancient, powerfully seductive formation of rock and bush that draw your consciousness down into deep time. The farm 
is broadacre agriculture, 5,300 hectares of wheat, lupins, barley, canola and chickpeas, and is both our everyday life and our 
livelihood. 

Following an investigation of the problems associated with the health of both the ecological and agricultural systems, an intensive 
series of maps was generated to analyse the vegetation complex, hydrology, salinity, geology and agricultural processes and 
practises at both the farm scale and within the Wongan-Ballidu region. The analysis of water use effi  ciency yield mapping technology 
and controlled traffi  c systems within broadacre agriculture generated a series of concepts that, when combined with the McHargian 
analysis, attempted to address these problems while providing a framework for the integration of revegetation into the agricultural 
systems; ameliorating the agricultural system whilst cultivating biodiversity.

Christie was winner of the 2014 Hassell Travelling Scholarship and the Landscape Architecture Australia (LAA) and Australian Institute of 
Landscape Architects (AILA) Landscape Student Prize for WA.

Ameliorating Agriculture: Cultivating Biodiversity | Christie Stewart

student work | Christie Stewart



68LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Ameliorating Agriculture, Great Southern Region, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Christie Stewart

Salinity in the Mortlock River

Farmland against Wongan Hills



69

Fragment of remnant vegetation

Salmon Gums in the Wongan Hills

student work | Christie Stewart



70LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Ameliorating Agriculture, Great Southern Region, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Christie Stewart

Water use effi  ciency yield mapping (2011)



71student work | Christie Stewart

Agricultural soil and controlled traffi  c mapping



72LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Ameliorating Agriculture, Great Southern Region, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Christie Stewart

Agricultural scenario west view over the Wongan Hills



73student work | Christie Stewart



74LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 1 2014 | City Beach, Perth | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Caine Holdsworth



75

This project explores the impacts of sea level rise and the associated erosion on the Perth coast, with a detailed focus upon the
iconic City Beach area as a site to test strategies through research and design. The project utilises sea level rise as a catalyst
for change, and proposes landscape infrastructure strategies that mitigate the eff ects of erosion on the coast, whilst growing
biodiversity and ecological connection, and continuing to provide amenity and access to the beach.

Moreover the project seeks in the face of rising sea levels and the inevitable shoreline loss of how we can continue to
occupy these shifting sands..

Grow Landscape: slow + grow + shift | Caine Holdsworth

student work | Caine Holdsworth



76LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 1 2014 | City Beach, Perth | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Caine Holdsworth



77student work | Caine Holdsworth



78LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 1 2014 | City Beach, Perth | Supervisor: Tinka Sack | student work: Caine Holdsworth



79student work | Caine Holdsworth



80LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 1 2014 | Dalwallinu, Wheatbelt, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tony Blackwell | student work: Rebecca McGregor



81student work | Rebecca McGregor

The Dalwallinu Narrative focuses on the design of a process rather than a physical outcome. Using the theory of landscape narra-
tives as a model to meaningfully engage with the wheat belt town of Dalwallinu, the project investigates opportunities for rural revital-
isation and resilience through an open-ended methodology of community design. The resulting interactive presentation explores the 
rich and complex narratives of people and place in the past, present and future to address the social, economic and environmental 
imperative of the place. 

Outcomes:
• Site Analysis; including site context & existing conditions, socio-economic, ecological and movement profi les and understanding 
the unique Dalwallinu character;
• Process: An inclusive methodology of a community driven design process;
• Past: An exploration into the unique narratives of the past;
• Present: The current needs and concerns of the local community explored through community workshops and informal activities; 
and,
• Future: Opportunities for revitalisation including future growth, streetscape improvements, improved connectivity, sustainability 
initiatives & actions for resilience.

The interactive narrative can be viewed in full at the following web address: 

http://becmcgregor.wix.com/landscapeportfolio

Rural Revitalisation - The Dalwallinu Narrative | Rebecca McGregor



82LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 1 2014 | Dalwallinu, Wheatbelt, Western Australia | Supervisor: Tony Blackwell | student work: Rebecca McGregor



83student work | Rebecca McGregor



84LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Perth CBD, Perth | Supervisors: Helen Whitbread + Patrick de Villiers  | student work: Yi Ling Pang



85student work | Yi Ling Pang

Contemporary cities today have to face tremendous challenges, from the impact of urbanisation to global climate change. The
unprecedented explosion of urban developments has led to the deterioration of the traditional urban fabric that unifi es the social
aspect of a city. As a result of this change, the public realms of cities are severely aff ected. In order to prevent further deterioration, it is 
important to refl ect upon the decline in sustainability and eco-friendliness of the cities around the world.

This project was completed in two parts, part one a dissertation and part two a design project, both focusing on the urban spaces of 
Perth’s CBD. The design project aims to relate the theory of Green Urbanism to the public realm so that such an understanding can be 
obtained. Selected for its sustainability-oriented philosophy and its focus on uniting people with the environment, Green 
Urbanism provides new perspectives in the search for site-specifi c solutions for urban renewal and environmental degradation.
Further, the design project seeks to explore the application of Green Urbanism to Perth’s CBD and the role and resiliency of urban spaces 
that will enable them to withstand the many complex issues that arise as a result of rapid urbanisation and climate change.

Green Urbanism - A sustainable framework for the development of urban spaces in Perth | Yi Ling Pang 



86LACH4402 | Independent Honours by Design | Sem 2 2014 | Perth CBD, Perth | Supervisors: Helen Whitbread + Patrick de Villiers  | student work: Yi Ling Pang



87student work | Yi Ling Pang



88Doctor of Philosophy | Simon Kilbane

This research-by-design PhD attempts to spatially articulate national biodiversity conservation and policy targets through 
increasing protected area representation and maximising ecological connectivity. The idea of a National Green Network is more 
than habitat restoration to protect the Australian gene pool against climate change. As well as protecting biodiversity the system 
has other synergistic benefi ts. It creates recreational greenways and cultural corridors that can be related to indigenous culture. 
Through agro forestry, such a system sequesters carbon and could help regional landscapes deal with salinity and water security. 
This new green infrastructure is proposed across the full suite of Australia’s existing land-uses, explored from continental to local 
scales, highlighting the complexity in attempting to articulate policy targets for biodiversity protection. It explores the nexus 
between Landscape Ecology and Landscape Architecture and is an exploration of the potentials of these two disciplines to maxi-
mise ecological and cultural resilience in a changing world.

Green Infrastructure: Planning a national green network for Australia | Simon Kilbane

Student | Simon Kilbane | simonkilbane@gmail.com
Supervisors | Richard Weller, Richard Hobbs



89Kilbane, S 2013, ‘Green Infrastructure: Planning a national green network for Australia’, Journal of Landscape Architecture, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 71



90Doctor of Philosophy | Ailsa Grieve

This research stands at the nexus of a cultural collaborative and conciliatory approach to landscape in following 
an Indigenous pathway, the Caterpillar Dreaming, through Perth City to as far as the wheat belt town of Whyalcatchem. The 
project looks at what it means to be working, walking and representing the West Australian landscape through the lens of the 
Caterpillar, considering the collaborative distance between Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal, the distance between historic pasts 
and distances of landscape.  The project uses the practices of Art-Walking, conciliatory theory, and phenomenology to facilitate a 
respectful dialogic process with these distances, and a mapping of the Caterpillar pathway.

A Contemporary Pilgrimage: Following cultural landscapes of distance through the practice of Art-Walking 

Student | Ailsa Grieve | ailsa.gps@gmail.com
Supervisors | Grant Revell, Tijana Vujosevic



91student work | Ailsa Grieve



92Doctor of Philosophy | Nawaf Alhajaj

With 3.4 million people Jeddah is Saudi Arabia’s second largest city. According to the World Health Organisation 36.5 per cent of 
Saudi Arabians are obese and this is particularly so in the car dominated city of Jeddah. Currently, the amount of POS provided 
in Jeddah is less than 2 square meters per person and less than 1square meters per person in more than half of Jeddah’s planned 
residential districts. This provision is less than the World Health Organization’s recommendation of 9 square meters per person. 
Presently in Jeddah there is virtually no passive, active or pedestrian friendly public space. 

Therefore, this research concerns itself with ways of increasing the provision of POS in Jeddah. The research develops three urban 
design scenarios. The preferred scenario that emerges from the research is intended to be both practical and culturally appro-
priate. The research seeks to demonstrate ways in which landscape architects can improve the physical and ecological health of 
contemporary Saudi Arabian cities.

New Forms of Public Open Space in the City of Jeddah: Urban Design Scenarios for increasing the provision of
POS to enhance the Urban Health of a rapidly growing Saudi Arabian Metropolis.

Student | Nawaf Alhajaj | alhajaj_nawaf@yahoo.com
Supervisors | Richard Weller, Nigel Westbrook



93student work | Nawaf Alhajaj



94Doctor of Philosophy | Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard

Can a re-evaluation of the peri-urban landscape meet the current demands for suburban growth whilst increasing the 
provisioning services of this zone for the city? Perth is one of the most isolated Cities in the world and the site of Australia’s fastest 
growing urban population. By 2056, the population is expected to increase from 1.6 million to 3.2 million people, with planning 
policies directing 53% of this growth to new greenfi eld development in the peri-urban zone of the city (ABS 2012). 

The peri-urban defi es simple categorisation, neither exclusively urban, suburban nor rural, but something comprised of 
all these conditions whilst constantly been created and recreated by the processes of urbanisation. The transformation 
of this territory responds to both resistances and continuities within the urban fi eld, creating occlusions and temporary or 
permanent points of interruption in the fl ows across the edge of the city. 

This research explores the application of landscape architectural design as a tool for uncovering and communicating the 
embedded and intrinsic values of the peri-urban. It utilises speculative design methodologies and scenario planning to develop 
new techniques to map, interpret and encapsulate the edge.  By carefully studying the peri-urban condition, with respect to 
its complexities and richness, this research reveals its diverse socio-ecological and cultural qualities. These qualities, projected 
against the current model for city expansion, positions the peri-urban as a valuable hybridised landscape type that could yield 
important new development typologies whilst functioning as a symbiotic fi lter for future growth of the city at its edges. 

.

Learning from the Edge: reimaging Perth’s peri-urban landscape

Student | Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | sarapadgett@hotmail.com
Supervisors | Richard Weller, Nigel Westbrook, Julian Bolleter



95photos | Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | Aerial imagery: Google Earth (accessed March 23 2012)



96Doctor of Philosophy | Josephine Neldner

This research explores the role of design research to develop the vision of water sensitive cities in Australia.  It investigates how 
landscape architecture can expand on what water sensitive cities could mean on poetic as well as pragmatic levels. Reconsider-
ing the connections between how we design cities and how we use water is ultimately its aim.

On a fundamental level water sensitive urban design seeks to reinstate a balance between natural hydrological systems 
and human engineered ones. Now water sensitive urban design has grown to encompass a whole-of-city vision, encapsu-
lated by the idea of a ‘water sensitive city,’ but is does so based on its attention to the system of stormwater.  This research 
argues that a realisation of these ambitions must engage with and challenge the underlying reasons why a desensitised re-
lationship to water exists in urban environments and demonstrates how the discipline of landscape architecture can provide 
tools to do this.

Where to for water sensitivity? The role of landscape architectural design research in achieving water sensitive
cities in Australia?

Student | Josephine Neldner | josephine.neldner@gmail.com
Supervisors | Richard Weller, Carolyn Oldham, Geoff rey London



97student work | Josephine Neldner



98Doctor of Philosophy | Paul Verity

The ability to adapt residential lifestyle to environmental fl ux, population growth and resource scarcity while maintaining 
economic growth and prosperity through innovation and environmental rejuvenation of the region are now central to all design 
professions. These challenges will reshape the spatial and physical form of residential environments in Australia and challenge the 
cultural and social norms that currently constitute modern suburban living. 

This thesis examines the potential for Landscape Architecture to integrate emerging environmental parameters into residential environ-
ments. The overarching aim being to positively reinforcing the relationships between urban metabolism and endemic regional systems 
through the transfer, up cycling and redistribution of resources locally and to the region. Emerging environmental parameters drawn 
from areas of health, food, water, waste, energy, and transportation form the basis for the construction of a series of design parameters. 
The parameters (design rules) represent a form of maximizing sustainability in each fi eld. These ideal, hypothetical, sustainability pa-
rameters are applied to a conventional, contemporary suburban site to force its morphology into diff erent confi gurations. The resultant 
new forms are then measured and compared to the orthodox original. This process enables an empirical and critical examination of 
‘sustainability’ in relation to suburban development. By initially isolating individual parameters, the thesis can identify the complexity 
and latent contradictions that are often concealed in the discourse and practice of sustainability. The design process involves analysing 
both the benefi cial and adverse aspects of the interaction of various parameters, ultimately enabling their construction together with an 
urban and social program, to create potentially new ‘sustainable’ residential models.

Sustainable Suburbia? Testing emerging environmental parameters in contemporary suburban Australia

Student | Paul Verity | ptverity@yahoo.com.au
Supervisors | Richard Weller, Tinka Sack, Dr Julia Alessandrini
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out and about in 2014...



102LACH3001 | Landscaape Studio 5 | Sem 2 2014 | ‘A memorial to the Griffi  ns’, Lucknow, India | Coordinator: Christopher Vernon | photo credits: Sue McDougall
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104Student Exchange | Diana Avery | University of Copenhagen, Denmark | photos: Diana Avery



105wAILA FRESH | Australian Institute of Landscape Architects Student and Graduate WA Chapter | photo credits: wAILA 
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Jeremy Flynn is a Senior Landscape Architect at the Department of Parks and Wildlife.  Jer-
emy has complemented his professional practice with an ongoing involvement in academic 
teaching in landscape design studios and technology units. His practice centres around mas-
ter planning and detailed site design for recreation sites within national park and conservation 
area settings,  providing a useful background for landscape design studios with a bioregional 
focus.  He has an active interest and applied knowledge of materials and construction off ers 
students exposure to current local construction projects.  Jeremy’s coordination of this years 
4th year design studio was based around an international design competition in New York. 
4th year student Paul Boyle succeeded in winning the student prize for The Vision42 Project 
competition.

Shea Hatch is a AILA Registered Landscape Architect who previously worked for Plan E. She 
spent 2014 working towards her Masters in Public Health at UWA, a move which has broadened 
her understanding and application of design and the function of public open space.  With this 
she has also taken up a position with Nature Play WA and has started her own consultancy ser-
vice, ‘Fit Landscape’ working towards designing healthier public spaces.

Tom Griffi  ths graduated from the University of Western Australia in 2002. Since graduating he 
has practiced as a landscape architect locally with Donaldson + Warn, Architects on projects 
throughout Perth including the Bali Memorial and Kings Park Elevated Walkway and Richard 
Weller on a range of international competitions. In 2007 he relocated to London to work in the 
studios of Martha Schwartz Partners and Vogt Landscape. In both of these practices he was 
responsible for leading large groups of landscape architects on a diverse range of high-profi le, 
complex projects in the Middle East and United Kingdom including the London 2012 Athletes 
Village, Tate Modern with Herzog de Meuron and Portland House with David Chipperfi eld Ar-
chitects. He has recently returned to Western Australia and is currently practicing with AECOM.

Tony Blackwell is Winthrop Professor of Landscape Architecture at UWA, a Registered Land-
scape Architect and Urban Designer, and Director of award winning landscape architecture fi rm 
Blackwell and Associates in Perth. Tony has extensive experience working collaboratively with 
communities and allied professionals and has represented the profession and the Institute on 
numerous design panels and taskforces in Perth including the WAPC Central Perth Planning 
Committee. Tony is also highly active with the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) 
and currently sits on the National Education Committee and the Constitution Review Working 
Committee. Tony’s long held dedication to and advocacy for the profession of landscape archi-
tecture is recognised by his Fellow status of the AILA

Tony Blackwell | Winthrop Professor, Discipline Chair

 Jeremy Flynn | Adjunct Senior Lecturer

 Shea Hatch | Sessional Lecturer

 Tom Griffi  ths | Sessional Lecturer



Christina is a practicing AILA Registered Landscape Architect with a passion for the Australian land-
scape and designing with plants. 2014 was the fi rst year she coordinated the Plant and Land Systems 
unit.Christina was able to complement this teaching role with her new landscape design business 
‘banksia & lime LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT’. Her business focuses on domestic and community garden 
design and utilises her knowledge of Western Australian plants, productive gardens and designing for 
community. As an inspiring start for the business, Philippa Munckton and I designed a concept plan for 
the North Perth Community Garden Public Open Space that was very well received.

Michael spent 2014 coordinating the 4th year Landscape Detail Studio with Tom Griffi  ths whilst contin-
uing in his role as Senior Landscape Architect at Place Laboratory. Michael saw this as  an opportunity to 
re-engage with academic life and share his experience of practice eight years since he graduated from 
UWA. Michael says ‘It was rewarding to see students full of great talent and strong ideas and rto ealise 
that some things never change like the ability to accomplish an astonishing  amount of work during 
folio week.’

Sara has been a sessional staff  member at UWA since 2008 coordinating ALVA landscape design studio 
units and lecturing in history and theory in the Bachelor of Landscape Architecture and Masters of Ur-
ban Design at AUDRC (Australian Urban Design Research Centre) levels. Sara is a Registered Landscape 
Architect and current WA Chapter President of AILA (Australian Institute of Landscape Architects). She 
has previously practiced in Copenhagen with Jeppe Aagaard Andersen and with the Department of 
Parks and Wildlife in Perth. She is currently completing a PhD in landscape architecture focusing on the 
potential of the peri-urban landscape to better inform Perth’s urban growth.

Tinka Sack is Associate Professor in landscape architecture at the University of Western Australia 
and is a practicing landscape architect.  Built works include the University of Sydney Public Domain 
Camperdown Campus completed in 2010, a collaboration with Danish landscape architect, Jeppe 
Aagaard Andersen and Sydney-based Turf Design.  Sack’s current research focuses on the land-
scapes and ecosystems of Western Australia and proposes autochthonous aesthetic strategies in 
the creation of culturally relevant and functionally resilient novel ecosystems within WA. Sack is also 
editing a book with landscape architects, architects, engineers and economists entitled Privileging 
Landscape: Urban Design Solutions for a Biological Hotspot. An award-winning teacher, Sack most 
recently received an UWA Improving Student Learning Grant to further develop the UWA Plant Da-
tabase App. 
Tinka Sack | Associate Professor

 Sara Padgett Kjaersgaard | Sessional Lecturer

 Michael Rowlands | Sessional Lecturer

 Christina Nicholson | Sessional Lecturer



Christopher Vernon is an Associate Professor and Graduate Research Coordinator (GRC) in 
the Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts at the University of Western Australia. 
There, he teaches design and the history and theory of landscape architecture. Vernon is a 
leading authority on the lives and works of Walter Burley Griffi  n and Marion Mahony Griffi  n, 
widely lecturing and publishing on the subject. More broadly, his research focusses upon 
architecture and landscape as collective expressions of identity, especially within the context 
of designed national capitals such as Canberra, New Delhi and Brasília

Since 2010 Paul Verity has been a sessional staff  member and Ph.D. candidate in the 
Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts at the University of Western Australia. 
There, he teaches design and theory in landscape architecture with a focus on an integrat-
ed approach to urban and regional systems. For the past fi fteen years, Paul has worked 
as an Urban Designer and Landscape Architect throughout the Oceania region. His work 
is multidisciplinary at various scales with an emphasis on integrating a local to regional ap-
proach to design.

Andrew Thomas is an AILA Registered Landscape Architect and Director at Four Landscape Stu-
dio and specialises in educational landscapes.  He works in multi disciplinary teams and has a fo-
cus on landscape elements that aid educational outcomes.  Andrew has taught the Professional 
Documents unit within the Faculty of Architecture, Landscape and Visual Arts at the University 
of Western Australia for the past four years.

 Paul Verity | Sessional Lecturer

 Christopher Vernon | Associate Professor

 Andrew Thomas | Sessional Lecturer



Publications 

Blackwell, TB, 2014, "STREETS as Open Space", in ‘Then, Now, Next : selected forum summaries from 
the Planning Institute of Australia (WA), Urban Design Chapter 2012-2014’, editors: Peter Ciemitis, 
Ingrid Harse, Hans Oerlemans. ISBN: 9780646929965, pp26-27 

Sack, T, 2014, "A Room with a View" Landscape Australia (144), pp40-46 

Vernon, C 2014, "Daniel Burnham and Australia's Federal Capital, 1893-1912", in "Planning 
Perspectives; An international journal of history planning and the environment", 29(40), pp501-524 

Vernon. C, 2014, "Daniel Hudson Burnham and the American City Imperial", (Thesis Eleven, 123(1), pp 
80-105 

Vernon, C, 2014, "Imperlializing Washington", Sitelines, 9(2), pp6-8 

Vernon, C, 2014, Memorialising the Griffins at Canberra. Architecture Design Review, Architecture. 
Melbourne, Australia 

Vernon, C, 2014, "The Capitol: Canberra, Australian Capital Territory Australia", Catalogue Essay, The 
Australian Institute of Architects, pp38-41, La Biennale di Venezia 5/6/2014 to 23/11/2014 

‘Let’s not forget the Griffins: The designers of Australia's national capital, Walter Burley Griffin and 
Marion Mahony Griffin, are owed a permanent memorial, writes Christopher Vernon’, The Canberra 
Times (17 May 2014): 6-7 (magazine section) (see: http://www.canberratimes.com.au/entertainment/art-
and-design/lets-not-forget-the-griffins-20140515-38cbi.html) (also published on-line in the Sydney 
Morning Herald and The Age [Melbourne]). 

 ‘Memorialising the Griffins at Canberra’, Australian Design Review (30 April 2014) (see: 
http://www.australiandesignreview.com/architecture/42057-memorialising-the-griffins-at-canberra). 

Presentations 

Tony Blackwell "How Landscape Architects Can Help Ameliorate The Urban Heat Island Effect", 
Planning Institute of Australia State Conference in Perth August, 2014.

Christopher Vernon ‘The Capitol’ in Augmented Australia: Regenerating Lost Architecture, 1914-2014 
(Barton, ACT: The Australian Institute of Architects, 2014): 38-41 –catalogue accompanying the 
Australian Pavilion exhibition in ‘Fundamentals: Absorbing Modernity: 1914-2014’, 14th International 
Architecture Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia 2014. 

Christopher Vernon ‘Recording a Vision’, Society of Architectural Historians, Chicago, 8 January 2014. 



Christopher Vernon ‘ Walter Burley Griffin, the Oak Park Studio’s Landscape Architect’, Frank Lloyd 
Wright Trust, Unity Temple, Oak Park, 9 January 2014. 

Christopher Vernon ‘Canberra: Recording a Vision, Society of Architectural Historians’, Latrobe Chapter, 
Washington, DC, 14 January 2014. 








